TOTAL FINASOL WR
Solvent Based Degreaser
KEY DATA
FINASOL WR is a blend of high aromatic solvents and effective surfactant soaps resuting in
an effective general purpose water rinsable solvent capable of cutting through tough to
remove grease and grime.
Quick Break formulation: readily separates water and oil.
Ready to use: apply undiluted by brush or spray then hose off.

NOTE: Can be detrimental to paint finishes where there is old or damaged paintwork.

Customer benefits


Wide range of uses for degreasing and cleaning in workshops for automotive, heavy industry and
mining.



Easy to use: Simply apply undiluted with a brush or spray, allow 1 to 2 minutes for FINASOL WR
to penetrate and begin to lift the grease and grime then hose off. For best result hose off using a
high pressure water spray.



Effective Formulation that readily emulsifies and then breaks the emulsion at a high rate making
it suitable where triple interceptors are in use.

www.totaloil.com,au

Characteristics*
Test

Result

Appearance

Pale Green Liquid

Specific
gravity

0.82

Flash Point

< 60.5 deg C

Flammable

Class 3 Flammable under ADG Code

Solubility

Emulsifies

* The characteristics given above are obtained with a standard tolerance threshold during production and may not be considered specifications.

Recommendations for use
Before using the product, the vehicle's maintenance guide should be checked.
The product should not be stored at temperatures over 60°C. It should be kept away from sunlight, intense cold and extreme
temperature fluctuations.
If possible, the packaging should not be exposed to the elements. Otherwise, the drums should be laid horizontally in order
to avoid any contamination from water and to prevent the product's label from rubbing off.

Health, safety and the environment
Please refer to the Material Safety Data Sheet for full safety information. This can be obtained on request from your local
reseller and is available for consultation at www.totaloil.com,au.
This product should not be used for any purposes other than the ones for which it is intended.
When disposing of the product after use, please protect the environment and comply with local regulations.
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Some variations can be expected under normal production conditions, but these should not affect the product’s expected performance irrespective of the site.
The information contained in this document is subject to change without notice. Our products can be viewed on our website at www.totaloil.com,au.

